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SELECTIVE BREEDING SALMON FOR THE FUTURE
•

Selective breeding is a process used to develop improved livestock with desirable
characteristics. Breeders select two parents that have beneficial traits that are then reproduced in
the offspring.

•

Huon has been selectively breeding salmon since 2002 when the first mass-selection of fish took
place. Fish were selected based on a natural resistance to amoebic gill disease (AGD). Since then,
Huon has selectively bred for a range of desirable traits including better growth, resistance to AGD,
later sexual maturation and flesh lipid and colour levels leading to better flesh quality.

•

Today, the industry wide program is run through the SALTAS hatcheries at Wayatinah and
Florentine, and has developed broodstock that perform well in key areas, ensuring the next
generation of salmon.

•

Selective breeding is undertaken by all sectors of agriculture – to breed strains of drought-resistant
wheat through to cattle that produce less methane.

BREEDING SALMON
•

The history of selectively breeding salmon in Tasmania goes back to 2002 when Huon first massselected salmon that showed a natural resistance to amoebic gill disease (AGD).

•

These broodstock were carefully selected as fish clear of AGD (from a pen that had been left
unbathed for a period) ensuring that there was a clear difference between infected and more
resistant fish. Their progeny were put to sea the following year and required 1–2 fewer baths during
their lifecycle.

•

AGD is caused by single-celled amoeba, which are native to Tasmania, settling on salmon’s gills. If
left untreated, water and oxygen flow can be restricted and may result in salmon dying from
asphyxia. The treatment for amoeba is to bathe them in freshwater (Huon does this via wellboat).

•

To then achieve a second generation of broodstock, the best performing non-bathed individuals
were selected ensuring the AGD resistance trait was strong. Huon continued with this basic mass
selection until 2006 when a family-based breeding program was set up in collaboration with the other
major industry players and CSIRO. Advice was canvassed from overseas and guidelines developed
which incorporated safeguards to prevent any risk of in-breeding occurring in the program.

•

It has directly resulted in a high performing stock that is adapted to local farming conditions in
Tasmania. Primary desirable traits focus on better growth and increased amoeba resistance and
also incorporating selection for later sexual maturation and improved flesh quality including flesh
colour and lipid levels.

•

Since the founder populations were recruited in 2004, 2005 and 2006, there has been a steady
increase in genetic gain where growth potential and amoeba resistance have improved by roughly
two to three per cent a year as measured in two standard indicator pens, one at Huon and one at
Tassal.
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•

Approximately 200 families of salmon are in the program each year and each company has rights to
a percentage of these based on their financial shareholding in the program. Huon’s fish are
individually tagged and reared in a cage at Hideaway Bay with fish performance measured in a
changing “real world” environment including climate change. This family and individual performance
information gained at sea then informs which are the best individuals and families to breed from. –

•

Huon selects the top 10 performing families to produce the production broodstock. These are called
the “Elites” and they are selected by ranking the families for a combination of their most desirable
traits.

•

The next step in the breeding program is a move towards genotyping each salmon; this technology
would allow Huon to select the best performing fish from within the top 10 families. CSIRO has
developed SNP chip technology for use in livestock breeding programs and has transferred these
principles to salmon. SNP chip technology allows genes to be mapped and analysed to determine
an individual fish’s genetic strengths.

BREEDING TROUT
In 2021, Huon commenced a selective breeding program for Ocean Trout, based on the same principles of
the salmon breeding program. Genotyping also allows Huon to identify breeding options that minimise the
potential for any further inbreeding, while maximising for desirable traits including good growth and flesh
quality.
The first selectively bred Ocean Trout will be put to sea in Macquarie Harbour in 2022.
The Tasmanian salmon industry is Australia’s most valuable seafood sector. Salmon Enterprises of
Tasmania (SALTAS) is an industry-owned cooperative that has operated a selective breeding program,
supplying its shareholders with salmon bred for the unique Tasmanian conditions since 2004. Genomic
selection at SALTAS was initially applied only to the breeding nucleus, which has seen an acceleration of
genetic progress since its implementation in 2018.
The potential for genomic selection to improve commercial production was quickly identified, and now all
commercial male multipliers have genomic estimated breeding values. Breeding value calculations are
performed after DNA testing on a custom-designed medium-density SNP panel. Each year SALTAS collects
tissue samples from around 10,000 male multipliers with only the top ~1% used for commercial production,
owing to the high fecundity of the species. This allows a great intensity of selection pressure, and specificity
around which traits should be emphasized for each batch of eggs.
Atlantic salmon move from freshwater hatcheries to marine grow-out pens at approximately one year of age.
The different marine grow-out sites around Tasmania have distinct environmental conditions, and production
takes place year-round with large seasonal variations. The generation of genomic estimated breeding values
for commercial multipliers allows the industry to produce smolt that are tailor-made for the specific
environment of their marine grow-out, for example, the ability to improve thermal tolerance in fish going to
farms with warmer water or to prioritize disease resistance for fish going to certain sites.
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